**Visual Intelligence & the Terminator**

**Vision**

- Input
- Output
- All connected
- How are things seen by the machine?
- Less car crashes
- Don't have to drive! IE more time
- Lost jobs
- "Every minute you spend angry is 1 less minute of happiness."

**Automation**

- Mow the lawn
- Vacuum
- Fold a napkin
- It takes an hour for 1

**Human vs Machines**

- Comic images
- Speak
- I have thoughts
- Visual influence
- Cultural values
- Male gaze
- Data bases
- Train machines
- Representation

**Motivations & Mechanisms**

**For Machine Vision in the 21st Century**

**Inter-disciplinary Collaboration**

- Art & Design to create social spaces
- Nature art & tech
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**Just Looking**

- Ink Factory
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